
Our company is looking for a senior manager, supply. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior manager, supply

Manage the SAR process and hold weekly meetings with Procurement and
R&D
Maintain supplier ingredient documentation and certificate compliance to
support claim substantiation
Meet with Rabbinical Organizations and IFANCA (Halal certifying
Organization) as needed to support the business needs
Determine vendor compliance to Supplier Verification Program (FSMA) and
provide guidance and assure all Vendors will be complaint to the preventive
measures as mandated by FDA under FSMA regulations
Define Vendor Quality and Food Safety Expectations for Vendors of new and
existing items
Ensure expectations are communicated to vendors and that they are
continually monitored for compliance
Establish Vendor Management Strategies to define qualification and re-audit
frequencies for defined Ingredient/Vendor Categories
Follow Approval Process for vendor qualification, auditing where necessary
Assist with strategic elimination of sole sourcing through ingredient
consolidation, identification of alternate ingredients, ingredient forms and
vendors
Increase compliance to raw material and finished product specification
targets

Example of Senior Manager, Supply Job Description
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You have been recognized for your ability to cultivate and further
relationships with of our partners
Very good understanding of 3rd party supplier management incl
Strong organizational skills, the ability to perform in a command-and-control
role under pressure and manage multiple priorities with competing demands
A minimum of a Bachelor’s degree or equivalent is required, ideally with a
focus in Supply Chain, Business, Engineering, or related field
This position is located in Fort Washington, PA and may require up to 10% of
domestic travel.0856170510
Establish and maintain the item planning parameters including all lead times,
planning time fences, for components and assemblies


